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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
OF CALIFORNIA TO LI -BRIDGE REPORT

The following is quoted verbai im from a report by the
California Highway Commission, dated January, 1929, and entitlfo
"Investigation and Report on Toll Bridges in the State of
California". Copies of the report may ee obtained from the

California State Printing Office at Sacramento.

Summary and Conclusions

Summary and conclusions as follows are drawn from an

investigation and study of the toll bridges covered in this
report .

I.- Pertaining to matters of promotion and organization of both

privately anc puelicly owned toll bridges.

a. It is shown that the cost of promotion and organization
of privately owned toll eridges is in many cases a major item in

THE COST. Such an expense does not amount to any considerable sum
IN THE COST OF A PUELICLY OWNED A NO CONSTRUCTED BR I DGE . FOR THIS

PURPOSE $1,166,776 WAS SPENT on i - jr Carquinez and Antioch BRIDGES.
The estimated organization cost connected with building these
ERIDGES UNDER STATE SUPERVISION, FjSLICLY FINANCED, IS$I53,500.

The cost of promotion and organization for the San Mateo-
HAYWARD Br I DGE IS DIFFICULT TC SEGREGATE. An ITEM OF $154,060
is given in their original cos" estimate for organization, legal
and corporation expenses. it is noted under construction data
that 5,567 shares of preferred stock and 22,268 shares of common
stock were given the raymond concrete pile company for promotion
and organization. the preferred stock is valued at $55,670, and

the common stock has been shown to have an estimated value of
f rom $33 to $79.50 per share depending on the interest rate and
future traffic.

These figures indicate at least $55,670 plus $730,000, or

$785,670, may be charged to promotion and organization. |t is

estimated that a similar charge under state construction would
NOT EXCEED $160,000.

b. The conclusion is drawn that private interests are

inclined to recognize the necessity of bridges at strategic
points more readily than are puelic officials. likewise, private
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interest? and promoter s often build or attempt to bui ld toll
bridges at locations where the traffic does not justify them.

Anticipated profits from one or more of the following sources
are the inspiration for toll bridge promotion, namely: promo-
tion fees, bridge contracts and profits from tolls based on
expected future traffic.

c. The conclusion is drawn that in the case of the

Carquinez Bridge, public officials failed to recognize the

necessity of building a publicly owned structure.

D. It is also evident from the ESTIMATED TOLLS WHICH

could have been charged, had the state financed the san mateo-
Hayward Bridge, that the cost of service over the remaining 47-

year life period of the franchise would, on a publicly owned
bridge at this location, be only about 35 per cent of that which
will ee charged by the privately owned toll bridge, provided the

now authorized rates of tolls are maintained until such time as

the |5 per cent earning as limited by law compels their reduction.

2.- Pertaining to matters of financing.

a. The cost of financing privately owned toll bridges is

higher than the cost of financing publicly owned toll bridges.
|t is shown that the cost of financing the carquinez and antioch
Bridges includes an item of 500,000 shares stock bonus and an
item of $673,853 for bond discount. Computing the stock at par
value *| per share, gives a sum of $|, 173,853 discount on a

$6,500,000 bond issue. $4,500,000 of these bonds bear 7 per
CENT INTEREST AND $2,000,000 BEAR 8 PER CENT INTEREST.

Bonds issued by the State of California guaranteed by the
credit of the State and bearing 4% per cent, can be sold by the
State at par.

Income bonds bearing 6 per cent interest issued by the
State but having only the income from tolls as the sole security,
can be sold at par.

B. Financing a privately owned toll bridge by sale of
stock IS usually difficult and is extended over a comparatively
LONG PERIOD OF TIME, As A RESULT a CONSIDERABLE PART OF THE
franchise life is consumed before construction can be financed.
The result is that income bear.ng time is lost and the cost of
service to the public raised.
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The cost of selling stock is high. The usual commission

for selling this class of stock is 20 per cent.

c. The conclusion is drawn that no corporation is more

able to finance necessary bridges connecting with the state high-

way system than the state of california. nor can any private

corporation finance bridges as cheaply as can the state.

d . The State can most economically finance toll bridges

by issuing bonds which are recognised as a direct obligation on

the State, but which are to be retired ey income from tolls.

Such bonds would require a vote of the people for each bridge

PROJECT .

Since such a method of financing is not generally prac-
ticable, THE BEST ALTERNATE METHOD OF FINANCING IS TO ISSUE IN-

come bonds which have as their sole security the income from

tolls. The State can sell such bonds at a much lower rate of
interest than can a private company, primarily because they are

a safer investment, a private corporation has a certain time,

limited by the franchise, in which to retire their bonds and
, mortize the cost of the bridge. the investor is required to

game le that sufficient income will be obtained in that limited
period of time to pay interest and retire the bonds. as a re-
sult he demands a high rate of interest and a substantial bond
Dl SCOUNT .

The State in selling income bonds will fix a date at which
the eonds are due, eut if the income is not sufficient during
that time to pay bond amortization and interest they can refinance
the unpaid eonds and continue to collect tolls until the bonds are
paid because they still own the bridge. this the private company
cannot do because they must surrender the right to collect tolls
at the expiration of the franchise. this is the major reason why
investors demand a higher return on the bonds of privately owned
bridges than they do on the eonds of ones publicly owned.

Referring to Section V, paragraph 4b, p. 50, of this re-
port, it is shown that the annual cost of eond financing, in-
cluding BOND DISCOUNT, STOCK EONUS AND INTEREST IS 8.7 PER CENT
PLUS FOR THE CARQUINEZ AND AnTIOC. BRIDGES. THE STATE CAN SELL
INCOME BONDS AT AN INTEREST RATE OF 6 PER CENT OR LESS.

Referring to Section V, paragraph 4b, p. 85, San Mateo-
Hayward Bridge, it is shown ti-'T the interest rate on bond FINANC-
ING INCLUDING ALL CHARGES IS 7.7 PER CENT AND TO THE SAME SECTION,
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p. 95, for the: Dumbarton BrI&? : that the interest rate on bonds

Including all charges is 7.3 P R cent.

3 - Matters pertaining to income vo investors in privately owned

toll er i dges .

A. It js shown that INVESTORS jn the stocks of privately
cwned toll 3r 1 dges in the state of california, in some cases may

expect a fair return on their investment, in others a large return,

and in others a low return. the stock return depends entirely
upon the '-traffic realized. the predicted traffic charts and fig-
ures shown in this report are considered to be conservative and

an increase or decrease is entirely possible.

no attempt has been made to estimate the effect of future
competitive routes in estimating the traffic.

an average return on the par value of the stock based on
the predicted traffic for the oarquinez and ant i och bridges is

indicated at an approximate average of 6 per cent. an increase
or decrease in the rate of growth of traffic will increase or
decrease the rate of return to the stockholder.

It has been shown that the actual rate paid on money ob-
tained THROUGH THE ISSUE OF BONDS IS 8.7 PER CENT ON THE AMERICAN
Toll Bridge Company projects. An ; mcrease in traffic will slightly
increase this return because of the stock bonus given the bonding
company. This rate of return on bonds is considered to be exces-
sive.

The report shows that, except for the possibility that a

free bridge might have been cojstructed near antloch, which would
have detracted from the business of the carqulnez, the american
Toll Bridge Company would have been better off as far as stock
dividends are concerned if they had not built the antloch bridge.

b. In the case of the San Ma teo-Hayward Bridge, it has
been shown that the first mortgage bonds will return 63- per cent,

and that the second mortgage bonds will return |0 per cent on
the lowest predicted traffic estimate.

It has been shown that as far as we are able to ascertain,
no actual money has been pa i o for any of the common stock.
120,000 shares have been issued /-no are held entirely by those
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directly interested in the brf.ge, |t has been shown that on
the lowest traffic estimate tk , s stock will have a present worth
of $33 per share with a reasonable possibility that it will be

worth as much as $79.50 per share. this worth will be acquired
ey the common stock holders witho'ut capital investment (other
than services prior to the opening of the bridge).

4.- Matters pertaining to the traveling public.

a. The traveling public has deceived the added facilities
of the antioch and carqu1nez bridget over those of a ferry at

least five years in advance of the time when the state would have
given them, due to the fact that public officials did not recog-
nize the necessity of a publicly owned bridge at carquinez.

b. |t has been shown that the capital investment in the
carquinez and ant i och bridges is excessive when compared with
the estimated cost of reproduction of these bridges by the state.

The costs are as follows:

Cost of construction of Antioch and Carquinez
bridges to american toll bridge company $9,520,789

Estimated cost of construction to the State to
reproduce these eridges at the same location
financed by income bonds at 6 per cent _ _ 7,675,900

c. It has been shown that the cost of operation of the
Carquinez and Antioch bridges is excessive when compared with
the estimated cost of operation of similar bridges, had they been
financed at a lower interest r> te and constructed by the state.

the comparative costs of operation are as follows:

Combined annual cost of operation of Antioch
and Carquinez bridges by the American Toll
Br i dge Company _ _ _ „ $ I > I 76, 000

Combined annual estimated cost of operation
ey the State, of bridges cons ructed and
operated ey the state (6 per ce : f basis of
financing)_ 918,600

Annual saving in cost of operation $257,400
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d. It has been shown that the average toll per vehicle,

UNTIL 1948 WHEN THE er I dges v? i ll become free, will be $0.82 FOR

the carquinez bridge and $0.84 for the antioch bridge as operated

by the American To ll Bridge Company . Whjle the average toll

necessary to operate and pay for a bridge similar to the carquinez

Bridge if financed and built by the State on a 6 per cent income

bond basis would be $0.44 per vehicle, and if financed and built

by the State on a 4^ per cent bond basis, the required toll would

BE $0.38 PER vehicle.

It should be noted that an increase or decrease in traffic
will not materially change the relative amount of tolls, as the

toll rates under private or public ownership are in both cases a

function of the traffic. an increase in traffic will justify the

lowering of tolls in either case wh j le a decrease in traffic will

justify the raising of. tolls.

For ECONOMIC STUDIES the above ratio between tolls on the

PRIVATELY OWNED BRIDGES AND THE TOLLS ON PUBLICLY OWNED BRIDGES
AT CARQUINEZ AND ANTIOCH, MAY BE TAKEN AT THE RATIO OF 83 TO 44

OR 38, DEPENDING ON THE METHOD OF FINANCING THE PUBLICLY OWNED
BR I DGES .

It would be difficult to lower the tolls on a privately
owned bridge, even though the increase in traffic might justify
such action, while on the publicly owned bridge no profits are
expected and there would be no object in not lowering tolls f

increased income justified such action.

the above ratio of tolls for the carquinez and ant i och
bridges indicates that for these bridges the cost of public ser-
vice on the present bridges is at least 88 per cent higher than
it would have been on similar bridges constructed and operated
by the State.

|t has been shown that the ""olls permitted by law on the
San Mateo-Hayward Bridge over the life of the franchise, viz.,
to 1977, will be as follows:

1930 to 1950

Pleasure cars ______ $0.60 per vehicle
Commercial cars _ ______ 1.75 per vehicle

1950 to 1957

Pleasure cars
_ _ _ _ , _ _ 0.56 per vehicle

Commercial cars _ I .66 per vehicle
1957 to 1977

Pleasure cars _ ______ _ 0.56 per vehicle
Commercial cars 1.13 per vehicle
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If the State had fjnan$£d Af#o constructed the bridge an

AVERAGE TOLL OF 15 CENTS FOR PLEASURE CARS AND 58 CENTS FOR

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES WOULD BE ALL THAT IS NECESSARY TO OPERATE

AND AMORTIZE THE COST OF THE STRUCTURE OVER THE ACT i VE LIFE OF

THE FRANCHISE.

E. The CONCLUSION IS MADE THAT any bridge , be it A PRI-
vately or publicly owned toll bridge or a publicly owned bridge
on which no tolls have ever been paid, is a toll bridge. the

traveling public eventually pays fop all of them, either by tolls

or taxes. a tax may be called a toll or a toll a tax, and the

taxls or tolls paid constitute the cost of public service received
in crossing the bridge. the method of building and financing any

bridge which results in the le/f st possible cost of puellc service
is the e e st way.

a great many miles of h , ghway and many bridges in the

State would show an apparently high cost of public service on the

capital invested if reduced to a toll basis, while the reverse
would be true in many other cases, likewise some of the privately
owned roads and bridges show a relatively low cost of public ser-
vice, and others show a high cost. |n the case of privately
owned bridges and roads, a relatively low cost of service will
ordinarily represent a loss to the . ivestors, while a relatively
high cost of service will represen™ a profit to the investor.

The public should be supplied with necessary roads and
bridges, but they should not be burdened with unnecessary ones.

All necessary roads and bridges should be either built and
operated by the public or all bu 1

l

t and operated by private capi-
TAL. In either case, the cost of public service on all roads and
bridges which show a high cost of operation should be offset by
the low cost of service of roads and t

r r i d g e s which show a low
cost of operation, if the public is to receive the minimum net
cost of service over the entire system.

In the State of California either the State or counties
and cities own and operate more than 95 per cent of the roads and
BRIDGES. It should, therefore, not BE NECESSARY NOR should pri-
vate CAPITAL BE ALLOWED TO PICK OUT ADVANTAGEOUS POINTS ON THE

HIGHWAY SYSTEMS AND BUILD TOLL ROADS OR BRIDGES WHICH WILL TAKE
PROFITS THAT WOULD OTHERWISE TEND TO LOWER THE AVERAGE COST OF
HIGHWAY SERVICE ON THE ENTIRE PUBLIC HIGHWAY SYSTEM. NOR SHCJLD
PRIVATE CAPITAL BE REQUIRED OR ALLOWED TO SELECT OTHER POlNTo ON
THE HIGHWAY SYSTEMS AND BUjLD AND OPERATE ROADS AND BRIDGES,
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which will represent a loss to pr i \ •' ie investors even though

such roads or bridge? so operated m y lower, or not increase
the net cost of service over the entire highway system .

the economic construct! n and operation of the public
highway system should be from t standpoint of the entire state

,

or even nation, rather than from a local point of view as a city

or county. Many public officials are inclined to favor the

building of toll roads and bridges ey private capital, giving
as reasons for so doing that they can not finance such roads and

bridges, or that they expect to make money out of gross income

Tax OR FROM TOLLS TAKEN AFTER THE FRANCHISE EXPIRES AND THE

bridge becomes local public property, or that no taxes or local
bond issues will be necessary if financed ey private capital.

Analyzing the problem of service cost the final conclusion
is reached that the state can finance necessary roads and bridges
at less cost than private corporations, that the paving of tolls
is just as much a tax as is gas tax, or taxes levied to retire
necessary bond issues; that the public will in most cases pay
more in tolls to the private corporation than they would in tolls
on a publicly owned toll road or bridge, or in taxes to retire
necessary public bond issues, or in gas tax.

the argument that a county or city can make money from a

toll bridge is fundamentally wrong. the citizens of any county
or city eventually travel to a greater or lesser degree the roads
of every other county or city. |t is not economically sound that
the citizens of one county or city should travel free the roads
of any other county 0:< city, or tht. state highway system, and in

turn exact a profit from travelers outside of their boundaries
using their roads and bridges.

The city and county of San Francisco has recognized these
principles in rejecting all franchises applied for by private
interests, to bu i ld a pr i vate l v owned toll bridge across san
Francisco Bay from San Francisco to Oakland or Alameda.

f. Pertaining to present am" added inv estments by the

public in h i ghway systems . a conclusion is drawn that the
present enormous investment by the pl - l i c in the state and county
highways is being capitalized by private toll bridge companies.
Added investments ey the public as in the American Canyon, and
roads south and north of san franc i sco , tend to greatly increase
the income of toll bridges.
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5.- Matters pertaining to EXiifrms and necessary laws governing

THE GRANTING OF FRANCH
'
SES , CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF

PRIVATELY OWNED TOLL BRIDGES, THE FINANCING, PURCHASE AND

OPERATION OF PRIVATELY OWNED TOLL BRIDGES BY THE STATE,

AND THE FINANCING, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF STATE

OWNED TOLL BRIDGES BY THE STATE.

A. A CONCLUSION IS DRAWN THAT EXISTING LAWS GOVERNING
THE ISSUING OF FRANCHISES FOR TOLL BRIDGES, AS WELL AS THEIR CON-

STRUCTION AND OPERATION, ARE OBSOLETE AND SHOULD BE REVISED OR

AMENDED IN THE FOLLOWING RESPECTS

!

(1) The power of granting franchises to private corpor-
ations TO EUlLD TOLL BRIDGES ON THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM, OR

on any county road that is. or may be, a connecting link of
the highw y system, should be vested in the highway commission
or subject to their approval, and the rates of tolls fixed by
the Railroad Commission.

(2) The law which is now ! j effect, giving the juris-
diction of granting franchises to the county situated on the
left bank descending, is dl fflcui-t of interpretation in the
case of San Francisco Bay, and should be amended and clarified
:f the power of granting any franchises is to remain with the
count i es

.

(3) Power should be given by law to the Highway Commis-
sion or Director of Public Works to locate, design, construct
and operate toll bridges and to finance the location, design
hND CONSTRUCTION OF SUCH BRIDGES BY ISSUING INCOME BONDS HAVING
as their sole security the income from tolls. the entire in-

come from tolls, after deducting necessary operating costs,

interest, current maintenance, and a reasonable sinking fund
for maintenance after the tolls are removed, to be applied to
the amortization of bonds. the bridge to be made a free er i dge
as soon as the bonds are paid.

(4) If the legislature has the power to do so, laws should
ee passed giving the highway commission or director of public
Works authority to acquire existing privately owned toll bridges
by purchase or by condemn at ' on . study of the subject brings out
the fact that all existing i dll bridges have been financed and
constructed under franchisee granted by counties under the stip-
ulation that the power to fix tolls and the right to purchase
<ts vested in the counties, whether or not this fixing of juris-
diction can be changed in the case of existin9 toll bridges fs

questionable because. of the effect it might have on the property
rights of the bridge companies.
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6.- MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE PURCHASE BY THE STATE OF EXISTING
TOLL BRIDGES.

A. CarQUINEZ AND ANT 10 ' H SRICGES .- |F THE STATE DESIRES
TO PURCHASE BOTH OR EITHER OF THESE BRIDGES THERE ARE THREE METHODS
OF COMPUTING THEIP VALUE. THESE METHODS ARE DEVELOPED IN SECTION
V OF THIS REPORT, AND ARE ARRIVED AT FROM TWO POINTS OF VIEW.

First - That of the stockholder of the American Toll b; i dge

Company. There are two values from the first viewpoint, v !....'» vhe
c~ist of the bridges to the American Toll Bridge Company, and the

estimated value of the stock from an investment point of view.

Second - Value of the bridges from the viewpoint of the

traveling public.

The public has received an intangible value due to the added
convenience of bridges over ferries. It is impossible to reduce
this convenience to dollars and c r nts because it is not knov.'n how
long it would have e e en a ft e ^ the present bridges were built until
the public would have recognized the necessity and constructed
similar bridges. this intangible value added td the sum it would
have copt the state to build these bridges represents the true
value to the traveling public.

Referring to Section V, IT will be seen that the estimated
VALUES COMPUTED UNDER THESE THREf HEADINGS ARE AS FOLLOWS;

(1) Cost of bridge as shown on Tt'i books of the
American Toll Bridge Company

_ $9,520,789
(2) Value of the Carquinez Bridge as an investment

| 1,2(4,9 00

(3) Combined value of the Carquinez and Antioch
bridges as an investment

_ _ _ 11,846,400
(4) Value of the Carquinez E i dge to the public,

Cost of repr6duction by Sta-^e . Not including
intangible value _____ _ _ 6,553,000

(5) Combined value of the Carquinez and Antioch
bridges to the public, cdst "f reproduction
by the State, not including intangible value 7,675,300

Either of values (4) or (5) can not now ee realized by the

public eecause ppivately owned bridges were allowed TO BE CON~"
STRUCTED RATHER THAN PUBLICLY OWED ONES.
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value (i) presumably represents the cost of the bridges
to the eridge company. the problem of deciding between this
value and valufi (3), or a comp 3m i se between the two , is either

a matter of negotiation with the bridge company or a matter for

the courts to decide, values (2) and (3) are based on a predicted
future traffic and a 6 per cent reinvestment basis for money re-
ceived by the stockholders for the bridge. |t i s mo doubt pre gump-
tious to predict traffic as far into the future as it is n ec f. £' r

' ar y

t- do in the case of any franchise and the reinvestment rate of

interest is also a matter of judgment.

Whether an investment in the Carouinez Bridge involves
sufficient risk to demand a 6,7,8 or |0 per cent interest, is

purely a matter of opinion. |f the stockholders' present invest-
ment in the bridge is safe enouc: tj warrant only a 6 per cent
return them he is entitled to a reinvestment rate of 6 per cent,

on the other hand, if he has an 8 per cent risk in the eridge,
he is entitled to only a present worth based on an 8 per cen1 re-
INVESTMENT WHICH IS MUCH LFSS i"HAinI VALUES (2) AND (3),

Courts have, in determining similar values, taken into

account all these factors but as far as it is possible to deter-
mine, no rule ha c been laid down and each case has been determined

i nd i v i dually

.

a study of these estimated values leads to the conclusion
that it is almost impossible to f !

;' an equitable purchase price
for a privately owned toll bridge. ,f the lower value is fixed,
the public obtains "value receive^' and the eridge company realizes
a heavy loss, while on the other hand, if the higher value is fixed
the bridge company obtains "value received 1

' based on the original
conception of its investment ad the public pays $4 , | 90, 000 , or
approximately 60 per cent more for the bridges than if they had
constructed and financed them themselves.

Referring to Section V, ll-c, it is seen that the State,

IF GIVEN THE RIGHT BY LAW, MAY PURCHASE EITHER OR BOTH THE Ca,J' U INEZ

AND ANTIOCH ERIDGES, EVEN AT THE COST OF $ I | , 2 | 4 , 900 FOR THE

G'ARQUINEZ ALONE OR $11,846,400 FOR BOTH THE CAR QU INEZ AND A.JTIOCH

BRIDGES, AND EY REFINANCING THEM AS OUTLINED IN SECTION V, I I -C

,

P. 74, GREATLY REDUCE THE TOLLS NOW BEING CHARGED BY THE AMERICAN
Toll Bridge Company. (Refer to tables in Section V, ll-c.)
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e. There are many d i ff i c, lt i es to be surmounted and many

STEPS TO BE TAKEN BEFORE EITHER THE CARQUINEZ OR ANT I OCH BRIDGES,

OR FOR THAT MATTER ANY PRIVATELY OWNED TOLL BRIDGE, CAN BE PUR-

CHASED by the State.

First - Laws must be ai
,::nded or parsed which will enable

the statf to do so.

Second - The State must decide which of the bridges or

properties are to be purchased.

As has been explained, the American Toll Bridge Company
has several properties among its assets , the principal ones being

the carquinez and antioch br i does ,
t -<e mart i ne z-3en i c i a ferry, the

properties of the ro deo-n/alle jo fff n y, and several parcels of land

All of the values and estimates in this report pertaining
to the American Toll Bridge Company are based on the assumption
that only the bridge PROPERTIE" would be purchased, and that all
other assets as ferries and real estate, except that occupied by

bridges would remain as the property of the American Toll Bridge
Company .

Third - If the Antioch bridge is to be acquired, it M'JSr

ee rememeered that it is not now located on or within many miles
of a State highway.

Fourth - The values given in this report are direct func-
tions OF WHAT IS A FAIR INTEREST RETURN, AND OF THE CORRECT PRE-
diction of future traffic.

Fifth - The present laws governing the acquisition of toll
bridges gives the county granting the franchise the right to buy
the bridge within five years f - 0 m the filing of the certificte
of completion of the bridge. |f ,ot purchased within this period,
the right is then deferred un"" i l the bridge has been in existence
for ten yearf or more,

Sixth - |t will be necessary to change the law and, if pos-
sible, give the State the authority to purchase. This wj ll prob-
ably REQUIRE THAT THE STATE MAKE THE PRESENT ROADS LEADING TO THE
BRIDGE. OR BRIDGES STATE HIGHWAYS.
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Seventh - The present uaw provides that the purchase
price shall be determined by a eoard of arbitration, consisting
of seven members, three membef s to ee appointed by the bridge
company, three by the purchaser, and one by the judge of the

superior court of the county.

San Mateo-Hayward Bridge . - If the State desires to ac-
quire the San Mateo-Hayward Bridge, it will be required to recog-
nize THE CLAUSE IN THE FRANCHISE FOR THE DUMBARTON BRIDGE P^QUIR-r

ing that the county can not own or acquire any other bridge across
the San Francisco Bay from San Mateo County without first buying
the Dumbarton Bridge.

The estimated values for the San Mateo Bridge are as

follows :

First. On a easis of cost to the bridge company $7,500,000
Second. On a easis of reproduction cost by the

State. _______„„ 5,946,000
Third. On an income value eASis to the common

STOCK HOLDERS (eRIDGE COMPANY ' S TRAFFIC PRE-
DICTION)
6 PER CENT EASIS OF REINVESTMENT _ _ ^ 17,677,270
8 PER CENT BASIS OF REINVESTMENT |4, 690, 352

b. on an income value basis to the common stockholders
(State traffic prediction)

6 per cent basis of reinvestment ________ $14,457,490
8 per cent easis of reinvestment i 2 , 083 , 3 i i

The great variation in these values indicates the extreme
difficulty of determining wha t is a fair value for this or tor
that matter any of the other privately owned toll bridges.
(Reader is referred to corresponding figures for other toll
bridges given in this report.)

Summary of conclusions.

I. None of the existing toll bridges in the State of
California are entirely on the State highway system.

The Carquinez Bridge, the San Mateo-Hayward Bridge and the

Ehrensurg Bridge are important connections of the highway system.
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2. Certain toll bridge 0 have an intangible value in

addition to their physical val'je, due to the fact that they

have given the public the add"'-") advantage of a bridge over a

ferry several years prior to i' he time the public officials
realized their necessity as publicly owned br i dge s

.

3. Privately owned toll bridges cost more than public-
ly OWNED ERlDGES FOR THE FOLLOWING PRINCIPAL REASONS

;

a. The cost of organization and promotion is more for

the privately owned bridge than for the publicly owned one.

e. The cost of financing a privately owned toll eridge

is higher than the financing of a publicly owned eridge.

c. The cost of construction of a privately owned toll
BRIDGE IS SOMEWHAT HIGHER ( FRO M |0 PER CENT TO 25 PER CENT )

THAN A PUBLICLY OWNED ERIDGE, DUE IN MOST CASES TO LACK OF

COMPETITION IN BIDDING ON THE CONTRACT.

D. The COST OF OPERATION is higher on a privately owned
l r i dge than on a puel1cly owned bridge, primarily because amor-
tization and interest charges are more.

4. The cost of puelic service over a privately owned
toll eridge is higher than over a publicly owned one, because
the capital investment is more and the interest rate higher,
a profit is expected on a privately owned eridge and not on a

publicly owned one.

5. The fixing of equitable values of privately ownec
bridges is so intricate and involved that it would seem almost
Impossible for the public to acquire them without either paying
from 20 to as much as 250 per cent more than it would have cost

the puelic to eulld them, or, on the other hand, causing a heavy
loss to the investors in toll eridge stock.

6. The State or counties or cities own and operate more
THAN 95 PER CENT OF THE HIGHWAY ~ND BRIDGES IN THE STATE. |f

public ownership is proper for 95 -er cent, it would seem proper
on 100 per cent of the state system.

7. Added investment ey the public in Improving roads en-
hances THE VALUE OF PRIVATELY OWNED TOLL BRIDGES LOCATED ON OR
CONTIGUOUS TO THESE ROADS.
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8. With possibly two 1 /cektjons, investors in the pri-

vately OWNED TOLL BRIDGES IN CALIFORNIA WILL PRO B A E LY REALIZE

either fa i r or large returns on their investment.

9. If the State desires to acquire all of the privately

owned toll bridges in california which are now or will be in

operation during the year | 929 , there will be required the fol-

lowing approximate capital investment:

Based on the cost of the bridges to the toll bridge companies:

Carquinez and Antioch bridges _ _ _ _ _ $9,520,800
San N'ateo-Hayward Bridge _,„_^___„ _ 7,500,000
Dumbarton Br i dge_ _____ _„______ 2,|2|, 000

Sears Point Toll road and ridges _____ _ 743,000
Ehrenburg Bridge _ = _ 268 , 500

$20, 158,3 00

Based on the estimated present worth to stockholders.

Computed on State traffic prediction and 6 per cent reinvest-
ment bas i s:

Carqu i ne z and Ant I och br i dges
_^ _ _$ I I , 843 ,400

San Mateo-Hayward Bridge _ 14,457,490
Sears Point toll ro-d ______ ______ „ 1,250,000
Dumbarton Bridge _ _ _ _ 3, 2 1 8, 000
Ehrenburg Bridge _ _ ^ _ _ (none)

Examination of the report °hqws that the total estimated
cost of reproduction of all or the above bridges by the state
is about $16,225,000.

10. If the State can acquire the Carquinez and Antioch
eridges even at the price of $11,846,400 and refinance them at

6 per cent, the tolls can be reduced from the present average
toll of 82 cents per vehicle on the carquinez and 84.2 cents
per vehicle on the antioch, to 52 cents and 61 cents respectively.

11. If the State can acquire the San Mateo-Hayward
Bridge even at the figure of $14,457,490 and refinance it at
6 per cent, the average tolls can be very materially reduced
below those which the bridge company have stipulated in the
franch i se .
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Tolls are as follows:

Year State OPERATED PR 1 VATELY OWNED
Auto Truck Auto Truck

1930 $0.63 $1 .90 $0.60 $1 .75

1940 .46 1 .40 .60 1 .75

1950 .35 1 .05 .60 1 .75

I960 .29 .85 .38 1 . 13

1970 .24 .60 .38 1 . 13

|2. All traffic predictions in this report which are a

basis of computing present worth are of necessity based upon
estimates. the general basis has been the natural increase in

population expected without cc js i der i ng the effect of future

competitive routes , etc, |t is recognized that to predict traf-
fic 50 years ahead is at best hazardous. i n computing present
worth, however, a considerable error in the more distant years,
has comparatively little effect on the pre sent worth.

13. a study of the existing toll bridges, their cost 0

r

PROMOTING, FINANCING, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION, SHOULD CAjSE
PUBLIC OFFICIALS HAVING POWER TO GRANT FRANCHISES TO CAREFULLY
ANALYZE AND STUDY THE ECONOMIC QUESTIONS INVOLVED BEFORE GRANT-
ING FURTHER FRANCHISES.

1 4 . A GENERAL CONCLUSION IS DRAWN THAT, DUE TO THE EX-

CEEDING DIFFICULTY IN FIXING A JUST VALUE TO BOTH' THE PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE INTERESTS CONCERNED, AND DUE TO THE INTRICATE LEGAL
PHASES INVOLVED, THE ONLY WAV FO ' THE STATE TO ACQUIRE THE OWNER-
SHIP OF EXISTING TOLL BRIDGES, IF SAME IS DESIRED, IS BY CONDEMNA
T I ON .

15. A GENERAL CONCLUSION IS DRAWN THAT, DUE TO THE GENER-
ALLY HIGH COST OF PUBLIC SERVICE OF PRIVATELY OWNED TOLL BRIDGES,
AND THE EXTREME DIFFICULTY OF ACQUIRING THEM AFTER THEY ARE CON-
STRUCTED, AT A VALUE CONSISTENT WITH THAT FOR WHICH THE STATE OR

COUNTY COULD BUILD AND OPERATE THEM, NECESSARY STEPS SHOULD BE

TAKEN TO PERMIT THE STATE OR COUNT ! ES TO FINANCE AND BUILD TOLL
BRIDGES ON AN INCOME EOND EASIS; 1 HA [ THE FURTHER CONSTRUCTION
OF PRIVATELY OWNED TOLL BRIDGES SrOULD BE PROHIBITED.
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CHART FOR PROPORTION INC CC CRETE MATERIALS BY WEIGHT

Contributed by A. F. Haelig of District 7

The purpose of this chart is to enable the proportion-
ing PLANT INSPECTOR, OF THE AVERAGE ROAD PROJECT, TO BATCH

CONCRETE MATERIALS BY WEIGHT WITH THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OF TIME

AND EFFORT.

The chart is based on arbitrary proportions, approxi-
mately THE USUAL 1:2:35—MIX BY VOLUME, WITH THE SAND CONTENT
varied to give a cement factor of 1.50 barrels per cubic yard

of concrete. this mix has been extensively used with volumet-
ric proportioning and will, no doubt, provide workable high-
strength concrete when batched by weight.

The specific gravity coarse aggregate may ee deter-
mined IN THE FIELD OR LABOR JRY. USUALLY, IT IS KNOWN FOR

MATERIALS COMING FROM REGUL SOURCES OF SUPPLY. |N THIS CASE

"HE PLANT INSPECTOR NEEDS ONLY TO OBTAIN THE AVERAGE WEIGHT
PER CUEIC FOOT OF THE DRY, LOOSE COARSE AGGREGATE AND READ THE

WEIGHTS PER EAG OF CEMENT FROM THE ATTACHED CHART.

Let us assume that the coarse aggregate is a gravel
HAVING A SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF 2.65 AND THAT THE AVERAGE WEIGHT
OBTAINED BY THE INSPECTOR IS I 00 POUNDS PER CUBIC FOOT. NOW
PL/ SE A STRAIGHTEDGE ACROSS THE CHART FROM THE I 00-POUND PER

CUBIC FOOT POINT ON LINE A TO THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE

COARSE AGGREGATE OF 2.65 ON LINE B. THE WEIGHT OF COARSE AGGRE-
GATE TO BE USED PEP BAG OF CE* EN T IS TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM THE
RIGHT SIDE OF LINE A AND IS 350 POUNDS. THE WEIGHT OF DRY SAND

TO BE USED PER EAG OF CEMENT IS TAKEN FROM LINE X AND IS 194

POUNDS .

When the specific gravity of the sand has been determined
and varies from the average of 2.68, a correction can easily be

made. |f the specific gravity o r the sand is 2.66, the reading
TAKEN FROM LINE X SHOULD EE DECR:a"~ED | \ POUNDS, AND IF THE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE SAND IS 2 70, THE READING SHOULD BE IN-

CREASED 1^- pounds. For most sanoc , the chart will give accurate
DRY WEIGHTS WITHOUT THIS CORRECTION.

The chart is based on r n average water content of 5\
GALLONS PER BAG OF CEMENT BUT WILL EE APPROXIMATELY CORRECT FOR

ALL WATER RATIOS GREATER THAN FIVE AND LESS THAN SIX GALLONS
PER SACK .
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Whem average materials are used the eatch weights ob-
tained FROM THIS CHART CHECK CLOSELY WITH THOSE OBTAINED WHEN
the mix is designed 3y the mortar-void method using a value
of £ : 0.775. (University of Illinois Bulletin No. 137).

E
o

i





0E4HT FOR PHOPORTIOSHIG OOHOHEffi BY WEIGHT

Based on

si oubio feet of Ooarse iggregate per bag of Cement
1.60 barrels of Oement per oublo yard of Concrete

and

5i gallons of Water per bag of Oement

Speolflo Gravity of Sand = 2.66

110-

-870

106-

100-

-—340

—330

—810

—300

2.70

2.60

-2.90

For sand having speolflo gravity
of 2.66 deorease X ijt pounds.

For eand having speolflo gravity
of 2.70 laarease X li pounds.

-3.00
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TREND OF CONCRETE PAVE ' 4T DESIGN - JANUARY I, 1929

Contributed by the Division or Design
(Not for release)

The trend of concrete pavement design, as indicated by

the plans submitted for feiteral-aid projects, has changed to

some extent since the issue of the table, in the news letter

of February, 1928, showing the numeer of projects submitted,

during 1927, of the uniform-thickness, thin-edge, and thick-
ened-edge cross-section. the principal change in the data is

with regard to the thin-edge section which has now been aban-
DONED by every State. For t* : f rst time since this informa-
tion HAS BEEN PUBLISHED THEkt, IS SHOWN THE MILEAGE AS WELL AS

THE NUMBER OF PROJECTS ON WHICH THE VARIOUS CROSS SECTIONS WERE

USED. The total mileage of the uniform-thickness design built
in 1928 on Federal-aid projects was 319 miles and of the
th i ckened-edge cross section the total was 2,899 miles.

as may be seen from the accompanying taele the th i ckened-
edge type prevails, with 87 per ('"nt of the total number of
projects and 90 per cent of the tot < l mileage as compared with
13 and 10 per cent, respectively, for the uniform-thickness
CROSS-SECTION. Of THE MILEAGE OF UNIFORM-THICKNESS DESIGNS
used in 1928, 33 per cent were of the 6-6-6 cross—sect i on j 31

per cent of the 8-8-8; 19 per cent of the 7-7-7; and 16 per
cent of the 9-inch thickness. for the t h i cken ed-e dge type the
9-6-9 and 9-6-^-9 cross sections predominated In 1928, their

come i ne d mileage being 39 f cent of the total; then came the
9-7-9 with 38 per cent; nex t the 8-6-8 with 8 per cent; followed
by the 10-7-10 with 6 per c u nt , and the last mileage of conse-

quence consisted of the 8-' - 8 cross section with 4^ per cent ,

the uniform-thickness designs were mostly submitted from the

northern states where steel reinforcement is used and also
where there has b e en employed some form of treatment to in-

crease the stability of the suegrade.

In 16 States the thickening is accomplished in the outer
2 feet, in 7 States in the oute -

* 3 feet, in 6 States in 4 feet
from the edge, and in 9 states the thickening is obtained by
means of a crowned subgrade.

Thirty States utilize £xp^.nsion joints spaced from 25 to

201 feet apart, while |2 states omit expansion joints entirely.
Of the States using expansion joints, 15 place dowels across
the joint and |5 use no dowels whatever. the longitudinal ex-
pansion joint is now practically standard construction although





THERE ARE STILL 4 STATES THAT HAVE NOT ADOPTED It AND 7 OF THE

States using the longitudinal joint omit the dowels. Fourteen
States use no steel reinforcement and 7 States employ edge bars
only. Seven States construct only reinforced pavements, and 16

States euild both the plain and reinforced concrete surfaces.
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PROGRESS OF FEDERA HI3HWAY LEGISLATION
INTRODUCED IN THE

SECOND SESSION OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST CONGRESS
BEGINNING DECEMBER 3, 1928

(Not for release)

The following digest shows the bills introduced since

the previous issue of the news letter. no further action has
been taken on the bills briefed in the preceding news letter.

S. 5535.- Introduced in the Senate on January 24, 1929, by

C. S. Deneen of Illinois and referred to the Committee on

Roads. Provides for the establishment of the Lincoln
Memorial Highway Commission to make a survey and recom-
mendation with regard to the construction of a highway
eetween the cities of charleston and farmington, i ll . , and
PASSING THROUGH Sh I LOH CEMETERY AND OTHER PLACES IN COLES
County, III., historically connected with the life of
Aeraham Lincoln prior to his assuming the duties of the

presidency. th i s bill is identical to h.r. 16308 described
in the preceding issue of the news letter.

s. 5808.- introtuoeo in the senate on february |5, 1929, by

T. L. Odd ie of Nevada and referred to the Committee on
Post Offices and Post Roads. Provides for the amendment
<">f Existing Federal-aid road legislation by authorizing
an appropriation of $3,500,000 for each of the fiscal years
1929, 1930, and 1931, for the construction and maintenance
of the main roads through aiap3ropr i ated or unreserved pub-
lic lands, non-taxable

i n' , an lands, or other federal res-
ERVATIONS. The sums for the three years are authorized to be

allocated among the st at zs , having more than 5 per centum of
their area in public lanls , in proportion to the area of the
public land in each stat- as compared with the total public
land in all the states. this bill is identical with h.r.
14665, which was described in the preceding issue of the
News Letter.

H.R. 16773.- Introduced in the House on January 31, i929, by

B. E. Kemp of Louisiana and referred to the Committee on
Roads. Authorizes an appropriation of $3,654,000 for the
relief of the states of missouri, mississippi, louisiana,
and Arkansas in the matter of roads and bridges damaged or
DESTROYED BY THE FLOODS OF 1927. Th I S BILL IS IDENTICAL
WITH S. 5201, AS DESCRIBED IN THE PRECEDING NEWS LETTER

.
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BUREAU TO COOPERATE WITH ASPHALT INDUSTRY

IN STUDIES OP LOW-COST B i TUM I NOUS-TREATED ROADS

At the suggestion of the Ohtep of Bureau arrangements
are being made for cooperation with the asphalt industry in ex-

tensive studies and experiments with the object of developing
uses of bituminous materials in the improvement of secondary
and tertiary roads and the development of bituminous products
suitable for such use.

Following a conference with executives of the industry
which was held at the washington office of the bureau on

January 30, arrangements were made for the appointment of a

joint technical committee to plan the details of the invest -

GAT IONS .

The first meeting of the latter committee was held at

Washington on March 7, and tentative plans were made for coop-
erative INVESTIGATIONS ALONG TWO PRINCIPAL LINES.

The first effort will be directed toward a study of
current practice in order to appraise the relative worth and
applicability of methods developed to date, and to determine
if possible what characteristics of the bituminous materials
and road surfacing materials of various kinds have contributed
to the successful results tiiat have been obtained.

|n this phase of the nve st ! g a t i on , which will be con-

duced with the least possible delay, detailed studies will be

made of selected sections of road already constructed in a l.

p^rts of the country. these will include, in addition to studies
of the characteristics of the bituminous and road surfacing mate-
rials, the acquisition of detailed data in regard to the methoos
OF CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE lV1\.OYED, THE TRAFFIC TO WHICH

THE SECTIONS HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED, THE COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION AND

MAINTENANCE, THE CHARACTER OF THE SUBGRADE AND DRAINAGE IN EACH

CASE, AND THE EFFECTS OF C L I MATE ON THE VARIOUS TYPES OF CON-

STRUCT I ON .

The PURPOSE OF THIS part of the INVESTIGATION IS to DETER-

MINE WHICH OF THE VARIOUS METHODS AND TYPES OF MATERIAL THUS FAR

DEVELOPED OFFER THE GREATEST PROSPECT OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 10

MEET THE VARYING CONDITIONS OF SEVERAL PARTS OF THE UNITED TtATES.
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Information of value produced from the study will be released
IN the form of progress reports as rapidly as possible.

The studies of current practice will be followed, accord-
ing TO PRESENT PLANS, BY MORE INTENSIVE RESEARCH, INVOLVING

LABORATORY AND PLANT ANALYSES OF ALL COMMERCIAL BITUMINOUS PROD-
UCTS AND THE AVAILABLE DISTILLATES AND RESIDUALS, AND THE CON-
STRUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL ROADS WITH A VIEW TO DISCOVERING WHAT

IMPROVEMENTS MAY BE MADE IN THE DESIGNS, METHODS, AND MATERIALS
THUS FAR EMPLOYED.
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WALTER ("REEWAM BROOKS

Walter Freeman Brooks, senior highway engineer of Dis-
trict 7, IN CHARGE OF THE FEDEPAL-A I D ROAD WORK IN THE STATE

of Michigan since the passage of the first Federal-aid road act

in 1916, died at the Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago, on

Feeruary 7, 1929. Mr. Brooks had been In failing health for

several years but continued with his work until january 3,

when his condition became critical. from that time on he failed
rapidly until the early morn i ng hours of the seventh of february,
the funeral services were held on february 9.

Mr. Brooks is survived by his widow Margaret L., and
three children, charlotte, freeman, and katherine brooks hendron,
all of ch i cago

.

Mr. Brooks was born on April 17, 1861, at Rutland, Mass.
When he was 5 years of age, his family moved to Minnesota, near

Mankato . There he received his secondary education in the coun-
try schools of Blue Earth County, Minn., as preparatory work fo«

the State Normal School at Mankato, which he attended for 2 years.

With this preliminary education he returned to the East for his

collegiate work, receiving a B. S. degree in 1886 from the

Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

Mr. Brooks' engineering experience began with the Great
Northern Railway, with headquarters at St, Paul, Minn., where
he was assistant engineer on construction and location from f886
to 1889. At the close of this engagement he moved to the Pacific
Coast and was engaged in the construction of the Oregon Pacific
Railway from 1889 to 1890, as an assistant engineer, after which
he occupied a similar position on the location of the union
Pacific Railway out of Portland, Ore., from | 890 to 1891. Then

moving south into mexico he became a division engineer on the

LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE FERROCARR I L SAN QuENT I N Y YUMA

,

in Lower California, from 1891 to 1892. Returning north, he

became again an assistant engineer on the location and construc-
TION of the Great Northern Railway from 1893 to 1896. During
the period in which he was engaged in this pioneer railroad work,

Mr. Brooks experienced the thrills and hardships that the engi-
neers OF THAT TIME KNEW SO WELL.

Returning to Mankato, Minn., in 1894, Mr. Brooks engaged
in general practice including drainage, highways and bridge's,

and preliminary surveys for the hydro-electric power development
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at Rap I dan, Minn. He also acted as county engineer for many

years and had charge of ro«d and bridge surveys and construc-
tion, continuing in work of that character until may i, |3|4
when he accepted the position of senior highway engineer in

the Bureau.

His first assignments with the Bureau were on road con-
struction AND INSPECTIONS IN THE EASTERN AND SOUTHERN SECTIONS
OF THE COUNTRY. He ALSO RENDERED VALUABLE ASSISTANCE IN THE
ORGANIZATION OF THE KENTUCKY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. AT THE

OUTBREAK OF THE WORLD WAR, MR . BROOKS WAS CHOSEN TO SUPERVISE
ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN CAMP TAYLOR AT LOUISVILLE, Ky . WHEN THIS
work was completed he was assigned to district no . 7, with
headquarters at chicago, and placed in general charge of the

federal-aid road work in michigan. t"h i s position he held until
his death, cooperating splendidly with the state highway offi-
cials and rendering signal service to the state and the nat : on .

Mr. Brooks was a member of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, a past president of the Minnesota Society of
Surveyors and Engineers, a member of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, and of the Social Science Club
of Mankato, Minn. From the age of 2| years, he was a member
of the Masonic order.




